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A debutante with a scandalous past is whisked away from London only to create new
headlines on the Continent. After being expelled from a young ladies’ academy, it seems Miss
Arabella Jardine will never find a well-connected husband. Not that she minds. A bluestocking
at heart, she’d rather bury her nose in a medical text than wed. When Arabella is forced to
accompany her family on a Grand Tour in Switzerland, she unexpectedly encounters the
irresistible rakehell-in-exile, Gabriel, the Earl of Langdale. Arabella soon realizes the only
thing worse than getting married to a charismatic but unrepentant rake would be to fall in
love with him. Dubbed the Errant Earl by the ton, Gabriel Holmes-Fitzgerald is no stranger to
scandal. However, when Gabriel is caught in flagrante with the utterly delectable Arabella
Jardine, he’s obliged to offer for her hand. He’ll endeavor to do the right thing even though
he’s not a prize catch. He’ll certainly never let Arabella get close enough to discover the
demons of his dark past. Indeed, there is one particular demon out to destroy Gabriel by
exposing a long-buried family secret. Soon Gabriel and Arabella find they are not just battling
overwhelming desire, but in a fight to save their future together.
Lord Lucas Kestrel's anger turns to desire when he meets Miss Rebecca Raleigh. He believes
that she's one of the scandalous Archangel courtesans, but he quickly discovers that not only
is she innocent she is, in fact, the woman he's been seeking.... Lucas has an agenda. He has
to get close to Rebecca, court her, even seduce her, to try to discover if she's smuggling
secrets that are threatening England's security! But Lucas, the rake without a heart, hasn't
bargained on falling in love with the one woman he can't have....
A gorgeous psychic. An unwanted betrothal. A tantalizing compromise. An independent
hellion, a stealer of time, and the only woman who can capture his heart... Lady Victoria
Hamilton has a supernatural gift, a fiancé, and a guardian angel. She just never expected her
protector to be the most dazzling man in England, a devilish scoundrel they call the Blue
Bastard. Victoria has agreed to marry for duty, not love, but her unforeseen desire for her
mystical angel threatens to destroy not only her plans for the future but the armor
surrounding her susceptible heart. A confirmed scoundrel, a mind reader, and the only man
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she desires... Illegitimate son of a viscount and reigning king of London's gossip sheets, Finn
Alexander has spent a lifetime hiding his ability to read minds behind charming smiles and
wicked behavior. No one knows the real man, and he likes it that way. Until he meets the lone
woman who sees the man beneath the disguise--a blue-blooded temptress with the power to
bring him to his knees. As they embark on a journey of passion and friendship, Victoria and
Finn must decide if they're willing to risk everything for the promise of true, magical love.
Second novel in the tantalizing Victorian paranormal League of Lords series!
Manda Collins How to Romance a Rake You can lead a wallflower to the ball, but you can't
make her bloom—unless one daring young bachelor turns up the heat... What's a nice girl like
Miss Juliet Shelby doing at a place like Lord Deveril's ballroom? With her shy demeanor, she's
a total stranger to the dance floor and a source of mockery for the ton. So imagine her
surprise when Deveril gallantly comes to her defense—and offers to teach her to dance! Juliet
can hardly believe the most handsome bachelor in London would notice her, until he takes her
in his arms and sets her heart ablaze... Lord Alec Deveril has never felt such a spark of
attraction for an unmarried lady before. Unlike the "fashionable" ladies he's accustomed to,
Juliet possesses a generous spirit, a fiery intelligence—and an explosive secret. Deep in the
London underworld, a dear friend has vanished, and Juliet fears the worst. Deveril insists on
helping, escorting her through the darkest alleys in town. But he too is hiding a shocking
secret—and the only way he can defeat the devil in his past is to seduce the angel in his
arms...
A Regency Romance
The Rake's Companion
How to Romance a Rake
The Rake to Ruin Her
The Rake
Love at first sight can sweep you away into a … She lost her heart to him the first time they met. He kept
falling harder for her whenever their paths crossed. After her uncle secures her engagement to another
gentleman, can they find their way back to one another? Gemma Holbrooke had waited anxiously to enjoy
a Season in London and to fall magically in love. When her uncle granted her wish, she dreamed of the
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beautiful gowns she would wear, the dances around the ballroom floors, and of all the handsome
gentlemen who would court her. Before they traveled to London, her uncle hosted a house party, and one
guest in particular changed her every aspiration. A handsome lord who avoided her at all costs. His bold
stare tempted Gemma to discover the depth of their burning attraction. When her uncle forbade any
contact with her true love, Gemma defied the strictures of society. At every opportunity she risked her
reputation to be held in in his arms, but too many obstacles stood in their way of happiness. Can Gemma
outwit her uncle to secure the groom of her choice? Barrett Ralston scoffed whenever he heard anyone
mention they fell in love at first sight. Such an act never existed. That was until he caught sight of Gemma
Holbrooke. A siren disguised as an innocent debutante who lured him closer with every smile. Then
everything he ever believed in changed in the blink of a kiss that knocked him to his knees. When her
uncle issued a demand to stay clear from his niece, Barrett decided to tempt the beauty into a scandalous
affair. At every secret rendezvous, their soft kisses and gentle caresses heated into a passion out of their
control. But when Barrett’s secret assignment to recover a stolen coin crossed over into their love affair, it
broke their fragile connection. Can Barrett stop the threat from destroying Gemma’s love for him? Soul
mates meeting for the first time. A temptation that cannot be denied. A love like no other. Will Gemma
and Barrett allow others to control their destiny? Or will they defy all the odds against them? How the
Rake Tempted the Lady is the third book in Laura A. Barnes’s Matchmaking Madness Series. If you enjoy
reading love at first sight romances filled with steamy scenes, then you’ll love Gemma & Barrett’s
romantic story full of temptation. Treat yourself to How the Rake Tempted the Lady today!
Fans of Netflix’s Bridgerton series will love this enchanting story of a spy who finds himself entangled with
the most intriguing bluestocking—from the series that delivers “both emotional intensity and lush
sensuality, and vivacious writing enhanced by ample measures of wit”. (Booklist, Starred Review) Rafe
Davies might seem like just another charismatic rake, but in reality, he is one of the crown’s most
valuable agents. As relentless as he is reckless, Rafe has never come upon a mission he couldn’t
complete. But when he encounters the intriguing-yet-prickly lady’s companion Miss Sylvia Sparrow while
on assignment at a Scottish house party, he finds himself thoroughly distracted by the secretive beauty.
Though most women would be thrilled to catch the eye of a tall, dark, and dangerously handsome man,
Sylvia is through with that sort of adventure. She trusted the wrong man once and paid for it dearly. The
fiery bluestocking is resolved to avoid Rafe, until a chance encounter between them reveals the normally
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irreverent man’s unexpected depths—and an attraction that’s impossible to ignore. But when Sylvia
begins to suspect she isn’t the only one harboring a few secrets, she realizes that Rafe may pose a risk to
far more than her heart.
A woman holds the key to one man’s destiny in this classic Regency romance from the legendary New
York Times bestselling author. Disinherited and disgraced, Reginald Davenport’s prospects cried for a dire
end. But fate has given him one last chance at redemption—by taking his rightful place as the heir of
Strickland, his lost ancestral estate. Davenport knows his way around women, yet nothing prepares him
for his shocking encounter with Lady Alys Weston. Masquerading as a man in order to obtain a position as
estate manager of Strickland, Alys fled a world filled with mistrust and betrayal. She was finished with
men—until Strickland’s restored owner awakens a passion she thought she would never feel. A passion
that will doom or save them both . . . if only they can overcome their pasts . . . Praise for Mary Jo Putney
“Putney’s endearing characters and warm-hearted stories never fail to inspire and delight.” —Sabrina
Jeffries “A complex maze of a story twisted with passion, violence, and redemption. Miss Putney just gets
better and better.” —Nora Roberts “A gifted writer with an intuitive understanding of what makes
romance work.” —Amanda Quick “No one writes historical romance better.” —Cathy Maxwell “Dynamite!”
—Laura Kinsale
None of the women at an "anything goes" house party catches Garth Evernden's jaded eye. The only one
worth noting is a covered-up lady's companion with an intriguing hint of exotic beauty the eighth Baron
Stanford would like to uncover… Rose is in fact posing as a widow to find her inheritance—without it, she
and her sisters will surely perish! The baron is known for his generosity, and he is so very handsome! A
new solution springs to Rose's mind…surely becoming mistress to this rake would bring definite
advantages?
Lord of the Rakes
The Countess and the Rake
Romancing the Rake
The Rake's Mistress
Lady Rosabella's Ruse
Lady Rebecca, a Duke's daughter, is attracted to a man snubbed by society who could ruin her reputation. But she believes in
him. Is that a mistake? The Duke of Landon has finally had to leave his estate to launch his three eldest daughters in London
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society. Having been something of a distant father, he finds the prospect rather difficult, until a chance meeting with one Lady
Hayward. Forming an alliance, he leaves them in Lady Hayward's care. Rebecca, the eldest of the Duke's daughters, is
determined to make a suitable match this Season. Looking for a practical arrangement rather than affection, she is surprised
when Lady Hayward steers her away from the one gentleman she cannot seem to stop thinking about. Lord Jeffery Richmond
spurned the advances of a lady of the ton and now has a poor reputation that is entirely unjustified. How can he save himself
from ruin in society? And how can he pursue a relationship with the daughter of a Duke while in such a situation! Can he
convince her that he is not the man society believes him to be? Or will she turn away from him entirely, leaving him
heartbroken and alone? This is the first book in the Landon House series, where Lady Hayward and the Duke of Landon form an
alliance to assist each other with difficulties of their family life. Get your copy today!
Unravelling her secrets... The exquisite designs of mysterious dressmaker Madame Belle are the most sought after in the ton,
yet only a few are trusted with Belle s deepest secret ‒ her name.
David Graham loves women̶so much that being a gentleman courtesan is more pleasure than business. Having newly
inherited a failing country estate, the income to be earned pleasing wealthy women doesn t hurt matters. When a new,
lucrative contract is offered to him, David is happy to take on a new client … until he finds out what she really wants from him.
Widowed and alone, Regina Hurst has no desire to engage in a passionate affair. Finally free and independent from the
tyrannical rule of her late husband, she only wants what he could never give her̶a child. Hiring a professional courtesan seems
like the best way of achieving her aims, but she never expects an arrangement of convenience to blossom into something more.
David sees Regina as frigid and severe, but more time spent in her company reveals a dark and hidden pain. The more she
resists the spark of attraction between them, the more he strives to earn her trust and affection. Attachment is against the rules
of conduct for a gentleman courtesan, but David is helpless to fight his burgeoning feelings. When their time together ends,
will he walk away substantially wealthier, putting Regina behind him forever? Or, will he take a chance on turning a mercenary
arrangement into something that will last forever?
Frederica Bracewell grew up under a cloud of shame. As an illegitimate child, she was treated by her uncle like a servant. It
wasn't until she encountered the new gamekeeper that shy, innocent Frederica started to feel like a true lady…. Lord Robert
Mountford had been banished by his family. After a debauched existence, he reveled in the simplicity of a gamekeeper's
lifestyle. Until temptation struck! Frederica's plain appearance and stuttering speech were a far cry from the ladies of the ton,
but she might just be his undoing…and unmasking!
The Lady and the Rake
A Super Hot Historical Romance
A Friends to Lovers Highlander Romance
The Rake Is Taken
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Lady at Last
Once a rake… Known as "Magnificent Max," diplomat Max Ransleigh was famed for his lethal charm until a political betrayal left him exiled from
government and his reputation in tatters. He seems a very unlikely savior for a well-bred young lady. Except that Miss Caroline Denby doesn't want to be
saved…she wants to be ruined! To Caroline, getting married is tantamount to a death sentence, and meeting the rakish Max at a house party seems the
answer to her prayers…. Surely this rogue won't hesitate to put his bad reputation to good use? Ransleigh Rogues Where these notorious rakes go, scandal
always follows… Second book in Ransleigh Rogues quartet, available April 2013
I'm delighted to re-release my first short story. I entered The Lady and The Rake in a contest in 1999 and won the coveted first prize...publication in an
anthology. I hope you enjoy reading a dash of intrigue tangled with a mistaken identity as this sweet Regency-era short story unravels to the all important
happily-ever-after for Lady Margaret and the Rake: Lord Edmund Avery.
This notorious rake has never met a woman he can't seduce...till now. Gertrude "Gertie" Farrington has lost hope in men. She is married to the
unfaithful Earl of Lowry and scorned by her in-laws for being awkward and uninspiring. Her only outlet and glimpse of carnal pleasure is when she
dones the persona of Lady Athena at Madam Botreaux's clandestine Ballroom of Pleasures. Back from years of exile after a scandalous duel, Phineas
Barclay, a notorious rake and seducer of women, becomes instantly intrigued by the Lady Athena on a visit to the Ballroom of Pleasures. He provokes her
into taking him as her prospective lover with the intention of seducing the icy mistress and uncovering her true identity. As the Countess of Lowry, Gertie
wants nothing to do with Phineas Barclay -- a debaucher at best, and a murderer at worst. So why does she find herself hot and flustered in his presence?
Phineas Barclay finds himself strangely drawn to the Countess, but every step forward with her seems to be followed by a step backward with the Lady
Athena. So which woman will he choose to conquer?
Left with nothing, she must endure him to survive Miss Selina Snowley, daughter of deceased baronet Sir William Snowley, has only one chance to escape
the workhouse or ignominy as a courtesan. She must become the companion of Lady Jane Busick, a close longtime family friend. The job itself will not
be difficult for Selina, who loves Lady Jane as she did her own parents. It is the lady's infuriating nephew who will make her task unbearable. From
childhood, Adam Caldwell, the Viscount Hawkridge, has been a thorn in her side, and now she will be forced to spend far more time in his company than
she is happy with, as Lady Jane resides in his home.
My Fake Rake
The Notorious Rake
The Rebel and the Rake
A New Song on The Rake and the Lady
Defiant Damsels, Book 3

A Regency-set comedic caper featuring a book club of meddling spinsters and an assist by
a very good dog. The closest Miss Philippa York has ever come to adventure is her
Thursday afternoon reading circle with her fellow bluestockings of the beau monde. That
is, until her bosom friend allows a handsome rake to steal a kiss… and he takes her
friend’s jewels instead! With the help of the Wild Wynchesters—a uniquely talented family
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of caper-committing siblings who don’t let “laws” stop them from righting wrongs—Philippa
and her club of delightfully bookish spinsters take on the most celebrated rake of the
ton. They’re clever. He’s a cad. To save the day, all they need to pull off is one little
heist… PREQUEL TO: THE PERKS OF LOVING A WALLFLOWER "Erica Ridley is a delight!" — Julia
Quinn
Lewd, lascivious, and mocking, Lord Edmund White is everything that Lady Mary Gregg
despises in a man, but her heart tells her something quite different as soon as she sets
eyes on him. Original.
The Lady After witnessing the miracle of birth, self-determined spinster MissPenelope
Crone is having second thoughts about swearing off mar- riage. She wants...no she needs
to experience the blessed event herself. Dear God, she’s practically thirty! Time is of
the essence. The Viscount Hugh Chesterton, Viscount Danbury, is relatively intelligent,
good looking, unmarried, and most importantly, close at hand. With a little décolletage,
a sway of the hips, and a few drinks of brandy,Penelope is certain she can extract a
respectable offer. If Only If Only she’d accounted for the power of passion. Because unchecked lust takes over, Penelope finds herself in a most precar- ious predicament. And
Lord Danbury...the goose-brained jacka- napes...is proving far less attainable than she’d
imagined. Is Penelope to be cast out of society or will Lord Danbury take a leap of faith
and save her from ruin? He’d better act fast if he’s going to make her his lady.
A Regency romp about a young lady who vows revenge on the rakish lord who loved and left
her, only to find herself unexpectedly caught in Cupid?s net along with the handsome
viscount when her plan to love and leave him backfires.
The Rake and His Lady
The Gamekeeper's Lady
The Rake's Unveiling Of Lady Belle: A sweeping regency romance, perfect for fans of
Netflix’s Bridgerton!
One Night With The Rake/Notorious Rake, Innocent Lady/One Night of Scandal
The Rake's Vow
These devilishly handsome rakes may be scandalising the ton, but they’re about to meet the women to tame
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them in these two Regency romances. Notorious Rake, Innocent Lady - Bronwyn Scott Determined not to
enter into a forced marriage, Julia could see no way out — unless she were to become a ruined woman!
Notorious rake Paine Ramsden was reputed to have no qualms about seducing innocents, so maybe he would
help with her…predicament. Certainly, Paine deserved his rakish reputation, yet Julia was so achingly
pure, one night with her might just ruin him! Awakening Julia’s sensuality aroused unfamiliar feelings
in him — was it too late to make them both respectable? One Night Of Scandal - Nicola Cornick Deborah
Stratton is a respectable widow — or so the inhabitants of the Midwinter villages believe. But she hides
a secret that means she’ll never marry again… Lord Richard Kestrel is London’s most notorious rake, a
dangerous man to be around, a man who has already shockingly offered to make Deborah his mistress. Now
Richard has come to realise it is Deborah’s hand in marriage he wants — but not before they share one
night of scandal…
An undeniable rogue meets his match in a spirited heiress in this "strong and spicy"* regency romance
debut from Darcie Wilde. It’s no wonder that Phillip Montcalm is better known as the "Lord of the
Rakes." With an extensive list of conquests, Phillip has truly earned his reputation as the most
dangerous seducer in London. Talk of his prowess as a lover and his ingenuity in the bedroom are enough
to make even the most prudish of ladies succumb to temptation. But as of late, Phillip has found himself
a bit bored. Until he sets his eyes on a fiery newcomer. New to independence and London, gorgeous
heiress Lady Caroline Delamarre wants to make the most of her life. And when Phillip meets her gaze, she
knows the perfect place to start is in his arms...and in his bed. But what begins as a long night of
breathtaking passion leads to more than the two bargained for. Haunted by troubled pasts and inescapable
family entanglements, each of them must decide if they can risk a gamble on what might be true love.
Lady and the RakeAnnabelle Anders
Charming Regina Hawthorne had thought Lord Torrington was planning to offer for her—when he suddenly
became engaged to another. Rakish Lord St. Aubyn sympathized with “Rejected Regina’s” situation and
solicited her assistance with a family problem, while distracting the gossips from maligning the lovely
young woman. Regency Romance by Emily Hendrickson; originally published by Signet
Pursued by the Rake
Married to the Rake
For the Sake of a Scottish Rake
The Spinster and the Rake
The Rake Mistake

The marriage game is afoot in this clever blend of My Fair Lady meets Pride and Prejudice with a twist! Edward Stanhope,
the icy Duke of Thornfield, likes his life in a certain order. Give him a strong drink, a good book, and his dog for
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company, and he’s content. But when he goes to his library and finds a woman sitting in his chair, petting his dog, what
starts as a request for her to leave quickly turns to a fiery battle of wits, leading to a steamy kiss that could ruin them
both if they were caught. So of course, damn it all, that’s when Edward’s aunt walks in, and thereafter announces Miss
Georgiana Bly is the future Duchess of Thornfield. Georgiana was content to be a spinster, spending her days reading
and working to keep her family out of debt. But now her days are spent locked away with a growly duke, learning how to
be the perfect duchess, and her nights spent fighting the undeniable attraction to a man who was never meant for her. As
their wedding day approaches, the attraction between them burns hot and fierce, but is it enough to melt the duke’s
chilly facade? Each book in the Never a Wallflower series is STANDALONE: * The Spinster and the Rake * Much Ado
About Dukes
Wallflowers and rakes do seldom mix well. Miss Chloe Larkin is completely assured of that. Especially when said rake is
a member of the Waverly family--the people responsible for a feud that has been ongoing since practically the dawn of
time.But he comes offering a deal...The centuries-old feud between the Larkins and the Waverlys has taken its toll. Brook
Waverly wants this fight solved. Now. His ageing father cannot take much more of the stress and he's determined the
problem shall be resolved before he comes to inherit.So he needs her help...Chloe is distrustful of Mr.Waverly--and
rightly so. Not only is he her lifelong enemy but he has a reputation that would make the most experienced of women
blush. And boy does he make this wallflower blush! However, she has little interest in continuing the silly feud and, with
her little brother set to inherit one day and her father's failing health, the sooner it is all over, the better. Working with the
handsome, and far too charming Mr.Waverly to get their fathers to come to an agreement is...interesting. Especially when
he seems to be less concerned with ending the feud and more interested in her. Can she really trust him or is this just
another way for his family to get their revenge on hers?If you love enemies to lovers and rakes with a heart of gold, buy
Married to the Rake today!
DISHONORABLE INTENTIONS ON HIS MIND! Beatrice Dewey keeps falling for unsuitable men. She believes the man she
loved, Hugh Kendrick, is lost to her forever, and now her new fiancé has canceled their wedding! But then Hugh reenters
her life trailing rumors of illicit love affairs in his wake. Instead of marriage, he offers her a very public, passionate kiss!
To succumb to his skillful seduction would be the ultimate road to ruin, but is there enough of the old Hugh left to
convince Bea to give him another chance? "The sexual tension between the hero and heroine is palpable." —RT Book
Reviews on The Wanton Bride
Miss Abigail Wright, disillusioned spinster, hides her secret pain behind encouraging smiles and optimistic laughter. Selfpity, she believes, is for the truly wretched. So when her mother insists she attend a house party—uninvited—she
determines to simply make the best of it…until an unfortunate wardrobe malfunction. Alex Cross, the "Duke of Ice," has
more than earned the nickname given him by the ton. He's given up on happiness but will not reject sensual pleasure.
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After all, a man has needs. The week ought to have been pleasantly uneventful for both of them, with nature walks, parlor
games, and afternoon teas on the terrace…but for some inferior stitchery on poor Abigail's bodice. And now the duke is
faced with a choice. Should he make this mouse a respectable offer and then abandon her to his country estate? She's
rather pathetic and harmless, really. Oughtn't to upset his life whatsoever. His heart, however, is another matter…
The Rake's Redemption
The Rake's Ruined Lady
A Reformed Hero Regency Romance
Mistaken for a Rake

Forced into marriage to cover her family's debts, the most respectable Linnea Leyton discovers hidden passion
and romantic love in the arms of one of the most infamous rakes. Original.
"[A] feast of female empowerment, positive friendships, feel-good moments, and social satire." — NPR “A jolt
of electricity, a blast of fresh air—everything delightful and exciting you could want it to be.” — The New York
Times Book Review Meet the Union of the Rakes—a new Regency romance series inspired by the Breakfast
Club and other classic 80s films! In the first book, a bluestocking enlists a faux suitor to help her land an ideal
husband only to be blindsided by real desire… Lady Grace Wyatt is content as a wallflower, focusing on
scientific pursuits rather than the complications of society matches. But when a handsome, celebrated
naturalist returns from abroad, Grace wishes, for once, to be noticed. Her solution: to “build” the perfect man,
who will court her publicly and help her catch his eye. Grace’s colleague, anthropologist Sebastian Holloway, is
just the blank slate she requires. To further his own research on English society, Sebastian agrees to let Grace
transform him from a bespectacled, bookish academic into a dashing—albeit fake—rake. Between secret
lessons on how to be a rogue and exaggerated public flirtations, Grace’s feelings for Sebastian grow from
friendship into undeniable, inconvenient, real attraction. If only she hadn’t asked him to help her marry
someone else... Sebastian is in love with brilliant, beautiful Grace, but their bargain is complete, and she
desires another. Yet when he’s faced with losing her forever, Sebastian will do whatever it takes to tell her the
truth, even if it means risking his own future—and his heart. *One of Oprah Magazine's Best Historical
Romances to Read*
Thaddeus (Tad) Darkin, the Duke of Lambeth, used to be a rake. In fact, before Lord Edon was scandalizing the
Ton, Tad was the one everyone was talking about. Many gentlemen secretly wished they had his charm with the
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ladies. All reputable ladies were warned to stay as far from him as possible, which only made him all the more
attractive. Then, after a tragic event, he took a vow of celibacy, promising he would never be intimate with
another lady again. Over the years, this caused him to be the most sought-after single gentleman in all of
London. And even though he doesn't want to marry, his steward left him in financial ruin, so whether he likes it
or not, he must take a wife. After being rejected by the gentleman she was hoping to marry, Miss Loretta
Bachman is on a mission to save her reputation. She needs to marry someone who will impress the prestigious
ladies in her social circle. So when she catches the leader of the group talking about the very handsome and
hard-to-get Duke of Lambeth, she's determined to get him to marry her. All she needs is a little bargaining
power, and fortunately for her, she happens to have the money he needs to save his estate. When she learns of
his vow to remain celibate, she agrees to keep away from his bed. After all, her only reason for marrying him is
to secure her social standing in London, not to have a love match. All she asks is that he pretends to be deeply
in love with her when they're in public. That way she will succeed in impressing the Ton. But before long, the
lines between what is pretend and what is real starts to blur, and it's hard to decide how far to push the limits of
their agreement.
A widow. A younger Man. And a midnight visit to the wrong bedchamber. THE LADY Lady Asherton is proper,
lovely and… lost; Widowed and thirty— her engagement to an older gentleman may be her last chance to
become a mother. THE RAKE The Marquess of Rockingham is gorgeous, exciting and loyal to his family. He’s
never met a woman he can’t have and the world is at his feet. He is young— too young. She’s engaged— to his
uncle. Two unlikely lovers are faced with a choice. Will they risk everything and embrace the passion of a
lifetime or give in to society’s dictates and forever endure the ashes of regret?
The Union of the Rakes
Lady Saves the Duke
How to Catch an Errant Earl
How the Rake Tempted the Lady : A Steamy Historical Regency Romance
The Rake's Revenge
A widow. A younger Man. And a midnight visit to the wrong bedchamber. THE LADY Lady Asherton is proper, lovely
and... lost; Widowed and thirty-- her engagement to an older gentleman may be her last chance to become a mother.
THE RAKE The Marquess of Rockingham is gorgeous, exciting and loyal to his family. He's never met a woman he
can't have and the world is at his feet. He is young-- too young. She's engaged-- to his uncle. Two unlikely lovers are
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faced with a choice. Will they risk everything and embrace the passion of a lifetime or give in to society's dictates
and forever endure the ashes of regret?
My Fair Lady meets Pride and Prejudice with a twist! Escape to Regency England with USA Today bestselling author
Eva Devon.
Revisit this classic Regency romance by Regina Scott! Even infamous duelist and poet Vaughn Everard has qualms
about dragging an innocent lady into his quest for revenge. But Imogene Devary is the daughter of the man
suspected of murdering Vaughn’s uncle. Surely that makes her fair game in order to uncover the truth! Can the man
who writes such moving verse be beyond redemption? Imogene can’t believe so. In taming Vaughn’s heart and
healing the rift between their families, she’s sure she’s found her calling. Then his mission to unmask a killer reveals
a terrifying plot. Only together can they safeguard his legacy, their newfound love…and England’s very future.
Originally published in 2012
Do you need an escape? Have you finished binging Outlander and you need another gorgeous Scottish hero to fall in
love with? Another romance to root for? Ciaran and Lucy’s love story is just what you’re craving… For the Sake of A
Scottish Rake features all of your favorite tropes—a fake relationship, friends to lovers, and a simmering slow burn
that will keep you desperate for more! A witty and delightful Highlander romance with a feisty heroine and a hero to
swoon for—what else do you need? After a sheltered upbringing, Lady Lucinda Sutcliffe is finally embarking on her
first season, eager to experience everything she's missed. When Lucy realizes that her uncle plans to quickly marry
her off in exchange for a slice of her fortune, she begs a favor of a new acquaintance, Ciaran Ramsey. If Lucy
remains single until she turns twenty-one, she--and her money--will be out of her uncle's power. All the charming
Scot needs to do is woo her for six weeks, and then jilt her. The Ramseys don't need the scandal of a false
engagement attached to their name. But Lucy's older suitor is both distasteful and dangerous, and the noble Ciaran
can't allow his lovely friend to be forced to marry such a man. And besides, the more time Ciaran spends with his
new "betrothed," the more their ruse begins to feel very much like the real thing. Passion like this is impossible to
feign, but how much is a rogue willing to risk for love?
Lady and the Rake
Lessons in Love
Taming of the Rake
Nothing in Faith Duncan’s experience as a nurse-companion had prepared her for the imperious
Countess of Moorshead Castle. Though old and ailing, the countess came to love Faith and wanted
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her to win one of her two handsome nephews—kind Mr. Felix Kingston and brooding Earl of
Moorshead. Faith was torn between the brothers –who each sought the countess’s fortune. Regency
Romance by Nina Coombs Pykare, writing as Regina Towers; originally published by Dell
Lady Sophronia Sorrow considers herself an unlikely heroine. Why, just her name alone proves
this. Sophronia Sorrow sounds like a girl from a gothic penny novel-the foolish miss who falls
prey to a rake and becomes an object lesson for the true heroine to avoid. No, despite her
mawkish name, Sophie refuses to spend her life invisible and unwanted, relegated to the margin
of the text. Despite her eccentric, bluestocking ways, there must be a place where she is
wanted. If only she could uncover the identity of her natural father, perhaps she would belong
there?But one thing Sophie knows for sure-unlike that foolhardy miss in a novel, she will not
succumb to a rake. No matter how thoroughly the rakish Lord Rafe Gilbert may tempt her.Lord Rafe
Gilbert longs for freedom-freedom from his controlling father, freedom to live his life as he
chooses. He knows playing the rake keeps his autocratic father in check, but Rafe longs to
determine his own destiny. Case in point, he fell in love with Lady Sophie years ago, but his
father's threats and his mother's health prevent him from pursuing Lady Sophie in earnest. So
when Fate thrusts Sophie into his path, Rafe knows he must turn her away and distance himself.
But doing the right thing has never been so impossibly difficult.Sophie and Rafe soon find
themselves on a journey together from London to a castle in the Scottish Highlands. Along the
way, can two kindred souls heal from past hurts and seize a second chance to write a love story
of their own?
Welcome to the new series Season of Scandal by USA Today Bestselling Author Mary Lancaster!Four
innocent young ladies-in-waiting to the Princess of Wales spend the night sheltering from a wild
party in her residence - only to discover in the morning that Her Highness was never there. And
the news is already out.The ladies flee the scene to fight as best they can for their lost
reputations. And to confront the man who tricked them. Pursued by the Rake (Book 1)If her
reputation is false, is his?Hazel is ruined. With no money, no near family, and the stagecoach
to her old governess's home vanishing into the distance, she is forced to accept the help of the
one man she never wished to set eyes on again.To Hazel, the handsome and respected diplomat Sir
Joseph Sayle is an infamous rake who took advantage of the princess she served. She hates his
arrogance as much as his inexplicable effect on her senses. Under normal circumstances she would
never have dreamed of setting foot in his curricle, least of all when he was, by his own
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admission, "not entirely sober" after a night's carousing.However, the journey in his relaxed
company is unexpectedly fun, and when they reach their destination and are threatened by a
parcel of eccentric children with a pistol, he enters the adventure with enthusiasm.It seems Sir
Joe is much more than the man Hazel thought him. Amusing, kind, and passionate, he and his
elegant pursuit provide exciting distractions to her woes. But flirting with him is a dangerous
game, and by the time they face the trickster responsible for her ruin, her heart is already
lost.Read for Free in Kindle Unlimited!Season of ScandalBook 1 - Pursued by the RakeBook 2 Abandoned to the ProdigalBook 3 - Married to the RogueBook 4 - Unmasked by her Lover
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